
SMART meeting called to order 8/24/19 at 5:45

Attending:
Katrina Parkinson, Tracy Duncan, Lisa White, Kathleen Alles, Gwen Tatsuno, KC Cooper, Laura Hartwick, Holly Newman, Roger Ly, Karey Krauter, 
Nicole Wakida

Info from the president:

The SMART board looked at BIS, Fix and Continue, Mulligan policies from survey results. The current policy this weekend is what was decided on 
from mulling over the survey results at the last board mtg. 

KC drove 8hrs instead of 30mins for a AKC trial because of the BIS policy, she is grateful to SMART for allowing that. 

There will be a survey after this trial to make sure everything is in a competitor friendly way.

Nomination Committee

The nominating committee has been formed, but needs one more member, if anyone is interested in either running or serving on the board please 
let a board member know (open positions are President, Secretary, and either 1 or 2 board members at large). SMART welcomes new board 
members!

Roberta Troxell will continue on with the awards position but is happy to step down, it is a compensated position. (1 free dog per day)

Equipment

SMART is putting together a new teeter order for 2 new clip and go teeters. Some course builders asked to replace the old dogwalk with a new one, 
Tracy has asked for new drivers, 2 for each ring. Impact drivers would be far more useful according to some course builders. 

We will talk to Ernie about this. 

Tunnel bags will also be a thing as new USDAA rules for tunnel bags per tunnel.  We are going to need to look at this with our current tunnel bag set 
up. DASH donated a few new tunnel huggers which are well liked for middles of the tunnels. 

Tires, our tires are 20” so within the new regulations. While wider tires (up to 24”) may be more popular it would be confusing for dogs if we are 
sharing equipment w Bay Team and we have different size tires across rings. We don’t think that will happen with different tires. 

Trailer hauling, SMART needs more trailer haulers, whether driving a rental truck or their own vehicle we really need someone to help haul the 
trailers from Rob and Derede’s to the trials.

BIS

BIS question:
Are entry fees are refunded if someone doesn’t want to run their dog in panties and their dog comes into season, they can have their fees refunded? 
Yes!

Mulligans

Mulligan question:
Holly feels it was a “double dip” to reduce the Mulligans by limiting and by raising the price. Yes, it was. 
Perhaps having a visible jar for the Mulligans, Laura will make 3 large visible fancy jars for the Mulligans to go on the score tables.

There was a lot of waiting in one of the rings because both Std and GP were in the same ring so that one got hung up. The schedule may have to be 
examined for this trial to see if it’s related to the schedule or the Mulligan length. Having double pairs made this a bit complicated. 

In starters, the pole setters were not getting any extra tickets for Mulligan runs, so they should get a lot of extra tickets. People who do Mulligans 
should be encouraged to work!

Perhaps for future ideas, Mulligan runs for incentivizing workers. Instead of raffle tickets offer a special worker only Mulligan. Not sure how that 
would work but we will table that idea for the future.

What about putting some free Mulligan coupons for the raffle? Or pulling a special Mulligan raffle? Or a trade, ie 12 raffle tickets for one Mulligan 
run? 

After the rotation was a much better time for the Mulligans than at the end of the full class.

Workers

There was an issue of someone being hired as a key worker position, and not understanding their job duties. So making sure someone that is new 
to the job may need to be updated on the job descriptions. (Ie, a crew chief has to be fully responsible for the ring, and stay til end to do canopies 
and put away timers). This is why we try to pair a new person w someone experienced in the rings.

Mtg called to end at 6:23


